
10th - 12th 

Topic Pacing Unit Standards

Enduring 

Understandings & 

Essential Questions
Vocabulary/Concepts Materials Assessments

Segment 1: Growth and Development

What are the 4 areas of 

growth and development? 

Who are psychologists known 

in the fields of growth and 

development?

Growth, development, Gross-

motor skills, fine-motor skills, 

cognitive development, 

physical development, social-

emotional development

Segment 2: Management 

How can you create an 

organized classroom 

environment as part of 

classroom management?

Classroom management, 

authoritative, permissive and 

democratic styles, calss rules, 

classroom procedures, 

nonverbal cues

Segment 3: Learning and Instruction 
What makes a good lesson? lesson plan, closure, case 

study, objective, 

Segment 4: Curriculum 

What is curriculum? Who 

develops curriculum?

Curriculum development, 

instructional units,objectives, 

learning target, 

Segment 5: Assessment 

What is the purpose of 

assessment?  How can 

teachers choose appropriate 

assessment strategies?

Fornative assessment, 

summative assessment, 

rubric, checklist, self-

evaluation, alternative 

assessment

Segment 6: Diversity 

What are learning styles? 

What are classroom 

strategies that embrace 

cultural diversity?

IEP, Learning styles, Multiple 

Intelligences, 

accommodations, 

Mainstreaming, Special 

Education

Segment 7: Professional Collaboration 

Apply theories of learning, 

learning styles and motivation 

theory to delivery of 

instruction to enhance learner 

achievement.

Lesson plan, teaching,

Segment 8: Applied Learning / Field Experience 

Apply theories of learning, 

learning styles and motivation 

theory to delivery of 

instruction to enhance learner 

achievement.
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Enduring 

Understandings & 
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Segment 9: Workplace Behaviors 

Apply theories of learning, 

learning styles and motivation 

theory to delivery of 

instruction to enhance learner 

achievement.

Time sheet.

Segment 10: Technology - Legal Issues 

How can technology make 

learning more accessible? 

How can you create a lesson 

incorporating technology.

Instructional technology, 

Distance education, online 

learning, acceptable use 

policy, copyright,

Segment 11: Career Planning 

Which factors impact school 

employment opportunities? 

What opportunities are there 

for teaching?

Diversity, advocate, salary 

schedule, postsecondary 

education.

Segment 12: History 

How has education changed 

over the years? Who are the 

key people involved in 

education is the US?

Apprentice, Common schools, 

McGuffey Readers, 

Montessori Method, CTE, 

National Standards, Head 

Start, Standardized testing


